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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a New York Times crossword puzzle solver, Regis Fillbin. The program uses several techniques to search and analyze data sources in order to generate lists of candidate answers for each clue. With these lists, the program determines the most likely possibilities from each candidate list and searches for the configuration of answers that best satisfies all constraints (constraints being the intersecting answers for other clues). Programming and research for this project began in September 2015 and were completed in the Spring of 2016. Regis Fillbin takes its name from Dr. Matt Ginsberg’s 2011 paper and corresponding program, “Dr.Fill” [2].
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter will introduce the problem and its context in the field of computing, summarize previous work on this and similar problems, and conclude with a brief look at what this project intends to accomplish.

1.1 Problem Introduction and Relevance to Computer Science

Crossword puzzles present several interesting problems from a computer science perspective, because they comprise a few processes at which humans remain superior to computers (or at least draw on skills at which humans naturally excel). Each clue, for example, corresponds to a specific location on the puzzle’s grid, which is not definitively described by the clue’s single ‘number’ alone, but needs to be compared to the grid, a trivial task for the human eye, but one for which a computer needs more information (a representation of the puzzle grid). Nothing about the clue itself describes whether it runs ‘across’ or ‘down’; this information comes simply from the header an indeterminate distance above the clue. Even the puzzle grid has a pattern of white (empty) and black squares, which determine the length of the clue’s answer. These can generally be described as problems of computer vision, and are circumvented in this program by reading the puzzles in .puz format using a parser I wrote in Ruby to extract necessary plaintext information [Fig. 1.1].

But there are other ‘human intelligence’ tasks that the program must accomplish, starting with the generation of possible answers from each clue. This is the central feature of a crossword solver, and also the hardest to implement, given that a human solver is much better at interpreting a clue’s nuances, understanding wordplay, detecting themes across a puzzle, and much else. Regis Fillbin uses a combination of natural language processing and intelligent data analysis for this piece of the problem. Essentially, it
searches a number of data sources containing potential answers, evaluating them on cri-
teria like whether similar clues have been found in previous puzzles, which keywords
are most important to the clue, and the matching of certain letter patterns.

The final step, in contrast, represents a problem at which computers still vastly ex-
cceed humans, due to their ability to perform billions of logic operations per second. The
reconciling of candidate answer lists is essentially a constraint satisfaction problem, in
which the program must try to combine thousands of potential answers in the best way.
The approach will be outlined later in this paper.

I chose the New York Times puzzle as the focus of the project because it is the best
written and edited crossword, by general consensus among avid solvers. Consequently,
the best crossword solving computer program should be able to solve the New York
Times puzzle. Sample puzzles are also more readily available than from other sources.
Most of the coding was done in Python, with one JavaScript program that generates
styled html to display solved puzzles, and a Ruby parser using a Ruby API from GitHub.
1.2 Previous Work

Regis Fillbin does not break new ground. Crossword solvers have been the focus of several artificial intelligence research projects since the 1990s. I will discuss two in particular that inspired and aided me in my own process.

*Proverb: The Probabilistic Cruciverbalist*[4][6][7] (1999) was an early crossword solver that took a probabilistic constraint satisfaction approach to the problem, meaning that likely answers are identified for each clue, and solving begins with the most probable answers. This is also my basic approach, and I owe much to the authors for general inspiration, including my use of the concepts of “modules” and “candidates”. I suspected early on that I might not achieve Proverb’s impressive results (around 90 percent of words correct across all puzzles), but I did hope to beat its solving time of about 15 minutes.

A more recent attempt at the problem came from Dr. Matt Ginsberg in the form of Dr. Fill[2], whose name my own program references. Dr. Fill uses singly-weighted constraint satisfaction, recursively assigning values to spaces in the puzzle.

![Figure 1.2: The plaintext skeleton (left) given to the program, and the puzzle output (right) after solving.](image-url)
until the lowest-cost solution is found (costs being assessed by a complicated heuristic based on the maximum score given the choice of a certain answer). I got the idea of using Wikipedia article titles from this paper.

1.3 What This Thesis Will Accomplish

The ultimate goal of this project is to create a program that can solve crosswords better than a human can, by the two metrics of speed and accuracy. This means it should near completion on at least early week puzzles (the easier ones), and ideally perform more quickly than any human on any puzzle. I will start by providing an outline of my general approach and data sources, followed by an in-depth look at my algorithms, and finally the results of my program. I will conclude with a discussion of limitations and future direction for the project.
2.1 Data

Finding the right data sources was one of the most important aspects of this project, since my approach relies so heavily on searching through data. My main source is a corpus of close to five million clue-answer pairs, taken from years of previous crosswords [Fig. 2.1]. I wrote a web scraper to gather this data from crossword solving sites, which I then combined with an existing data set. Each element in this set is a tuple of two strings: the lowercase clue followed by the answer. There are many repeated clues with different answers, and many repeated answers with different clues.

I performed a significant amount of preprocessing on this set, starting with sorting it alphabetically by clue. Because of the size of the collection, and because of the nature of crossword puzzles (certain clues appearing over and over), this resulted in many duplicate clues. I removed all entries that had both an identical clue and an identical answer. The next important step was partitioning the large set into six smaller ones by answer length. I did this to improve performance on my slower search algorithms. Other preprocessing included translating encoded characters to their corresponding plaintext, matching single and double quotes, and removing answers that were too short (under three letters) or too long (over 21 letters).

In addition to the main data set of clues and answers, I used what amounts to a crossword dictionary that I also scraped from the internet, and a list of all Wikipedia article titles. The Wikipedia data is useful because, while the dictionary only contains single word answers, Wikipedia titles provide multiple word answers, acronyms, geographic and historical information, popular culture, etc. I performed similar preprocessing on the Wikipedia titles, including partitioning them by length to increase performance.
Figure 2.1: Some of the pairs in my data set. Each line is a single clue followed by its corresponding answer.
2.2 Algorithms

2.2.1 Binary Search

Binary search is a common divide and conquer algorithm used on sorted data for its simplicity and speed. The algorithm runs in $O(\log n)$ time, where $n$ is the number of elements, giving me acceptable performance even on my main data set of several million clue-answer pairs. I use this approach as an initial fast search that can be run on the entire data set [8].

2.2.2 Levenshtein Distance

The Levenshtein distance, also known as minimum edit distance, is a metric for comparing the similarity of two strings. It measures the minimum number of single character edits (insertion, deletion, and substitution) needed to transform one string to another. In general, this algorithm measures the superficial similarity of two strings, and is often used in autocorrect software. I have applied it as a sort of sentiment analysis—a way of determining if two crossword clues mean the same thing. The implementation for this project uses dynamic programming to build up a two-dimensional array, each element $(i, j)$ of which gives the edit distance between the first string up to index $i$ and the second string up to index $j$ [Fig. 2.3]. This runs in $O(n + d^2)$ time, where $n$ is the length of the longer string and $d$ is the minimum edit distance. This is much faster than a recursive divide-and-conquer approach which would take exponential time. Technically this approach requires $O(m \times n)$ space for strings of length $m$ and $n$, respectively, but since I only care about the number of edits, and not actually recreating the transformation, I only need the last two rows of the array at any given step, which reduces the space complexity to $O(n)$ [1].
Figure 2.3: A visualization of the array giving the minimum edit distance at each pair of indices for the two strings. The final number, 4, in the bottom left, is the minimum number of edits to transform ‘meilenstein’ into ‘levenshtein’. The highlighted boxes represented the optimal sequence of edits [3].
Figure 2.2 Levenshtein Distance

Parameters: s1, s2

1: procedure LEVENSHTEINDISTANCE
2:     m ← s1.length
3:     n ← s2.length
4:     for i in 0..m do
5:         v[i][0] ← i
6:     end for i
7:     for j in 0..n do
8:         v[0][j] ← j
9:     end for j
10:    for i in 0..m do
11:        for j in 0..n do
12:            if (s1[i-1] == s2[j-1]) then
13:                v[i][j] ← v[i-1][j-1]
14:            else
15:                v[i][j] ← 1 + min( v[i][j-1], v[i-1][j], v[i-1][j-1] )
16:        end for i
17:    end for j
18:    return v[m][n]
CHAPTER 3

ANSWER GENERATION

The first step in solving every puzzle is generating answer lists from unencoded clues [Fig. 3.1]. This is the most important step, since none of the rest is possible without reliable answer candidates. It is also what most of my work programming was devoted to. Treating this step primarily as a data analysis problem, I developed three search ‘modules’, each of which has the job of generating candidate answers for each clue. They go about this task in different ways, and at different points in the solving process.

3.1 Modified Binary Search

The first module is based on binary search, but instead of matching items exactly, it uses the Levenshtein distance to compare strings. Using binary search, I find the location the desired clue would occupy in the corpus (which, as described above, is sorted alphabetically by clue). This gives me a small range of neighboring clues, whose edit distance to the desired clue is then computed. If any of these distances falls within a certain threshold, their corresponding answer is added to the clue’s candidate list. I set this threshold experimentally at ten, which seems to be enough to account for substitution, addition, or removal of a few words, or minor differences in word order.

The theory behind this approach is that across thousands of crosswords certain words, and therefore certain clues—or their near variants—show up in common. These words, used for their advantageous vowel patterns or letter pairings, are commonly considered to constitute ‘crosswordese’, and we can expect their clues to appear with only minor changes in our data set. Thus by comparing a clue in the puzzle I’m trying to solve to a clue in my data set, I can infer whether or not the clues are likely to mean the same thing based on their edit distance. For early week puzzles, which rely more on common knowledge and simple phrases, and less on wordplay, ambiguity, and long answers like
Figure 3.1: A sample of the file containing clues and answers. This file is updated as potential answers are eliminated. Clues with fewer possible answers are located toward the top, since the list of clues is sorted based on those with the greatest degree of certainty. Puzzles later in the week tend to do, this holds especially true. If this first module generates a single match in the data set for a given clue, subsequent modules no longer need to be used on that clue, since I can say with a great deal of confidence that I have found exactly the right answer.

This module is extremely fast, but has limited scope. The majority of clues in most puzzles will not match closely enough with any element from the data set to be considered reliable. If all or nearly all clues had close matches in the data set, then puzzles could be solved almost instantaneously and with perfect accuracy. A further disadvantage is that although this technique accounts for moderate wording changes, it does not account for when the first word of the clue is changed, as the data is sorted alphabetically.

### 3.2 Fuzzy Search

The results of the first module are considered very reliable, so the second module is only applied to clues that had multiple matches or no matches from the first. Because performance is not an issue with binary search, the first module is run on the entire
Figure 3.2 Levenshtein Binary Search

Parameters:
- clue,
- length  \(\text{length of answer},\)
- pairs  \(\text{set of clue answer pairs},\)

1: \textbf{procedure} LEVENSHTEINBINARYSEARCH
2:  \text{floor} \leftarrow 0
3:  \text{ceiling} \leftarrow \text{pairs.length} - 1
4:  \text{candidates} \leftarrow []
5:  \textbf{while} \text{floor} \leq \text{ceiling} \textbf{do}
6:     \text{middle} \leftarrow (\text{floor} + \text{ceiling}) \div 2
7:     \text{curClue} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{middle}][0]
8:     \text{curAnswer} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{middle}][1]
9:     \textbf{if} \ \text{levenshteinDistance}(\text{curClue}, \text{clue}) < \text{MIN\_DISTANCE} \textbf{then}
10:        \textbf{break}
11:     \textbf{else if} \ \text{curClue} > \text{clue} \textbf{then}
12:        \text{ceiling} \leftarrow \text{middle} - 1
13:     \textbf{else}
14:        \text{floor} \leftarrow \text{middle} + 1
15:  \text{i} \leftarrow \text{middle}
16:  \textbf{while} \ \text{levenshteinDistance}(\text{curClue}, \text{curClue}) < \text{MIN\_DISTANCE} \textbf{do}
17:     \text{curClue} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{i}][0]
18:     \text{curAnswer} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{i}][1]
19:     \textbf{if} \ \text{curAnswer.length} == \text{length} \textbf{then}
20:        \text{candidates} \leftarrow \text{curAnswer}
21:     \text{curAnswer} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{i}]
22:  \text{i} \leftarrow \text{middle}
23:  \text{curClue} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{middle}][0]
24:  \textbf{while} \ \text{levenshteinDistance}(\text{curClue}, \text{curClue}) < \text{MIN\_DISTANCE} \textbf{do}
25:     \text{curClue} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{i}][0]
26:     \text{curAnswer} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{i}][1]
27:     \textbf{if} \ \text{curAnswer.length} == \text{length} \textbf{then}
28:        \text{candidates} \leftarrow \text{curAnswer}
29:     \text{curAnswer} \leftarrow \text{pairs}[\text{i}]
30: \textbf{return} \text{candidates}
data set; the fuzzy search, however, runs in order linear time on the *number of words* in the data set. To compensate for this enormous hit, this module is run only on the set of clue-answer pairs whose answers are the same length as the answer needed for the desired clue. This was not done for the binary search module, because to search the partitioned data, each file must be passed around in memory. Since performance of the algorithm itself was fast enough, I chose to avoid this. To perform the fuzzy search I identify the clue’s key words by eliminating those perceived not to be important to the clue’s meaning (a, and, of, to, the, etc.). This remaining set of key words is then compared to each clue in the partitioned data using Python’s regex library. If more than half of the key words match, an answer is considered possible.

This module surmounts the first’s problem of limited scope, but can overcompensate, producing too many false positives on short clues. If our sought clue has only one or two key words, for instance, then a very long clue in the data set has a good chance of also containing these key words, without actually being related in meaning. Short clues are also a problem, since a threshold of one half does not translate well to small numbers of key words. A puzzle’s clue, for instance, may have three ‘key words’, when in fact only one of these captures the meaning of the clue. This could result in too *few* accurate matches. This flaw is mainly due to my imperfect key word detection technique.

### 3.3 Pattern Matching

The final module discards the clue, focusing only on the length of the answer and the letters already known from crossing answers. It then compares these patterns with my crossword dictionary and list of Wikipedia article titles. Depending on the length of the answer and the portion of known letters this module can overcompensate even more than the fuzzy search, since most of the letters need to be known to significantly narrow the possibilities. This becomes an even bigger problem with short answers, when we
Figure 3.3 Fuzzy Search

Parameters:
clue,
length  length of answer,
pairs    set of clue answer pairs,

1: procedure FUZZYSEARCH
2: candidates ← []
3: keyWords ← splitOnWhitespace(clue)
4: for word in keyWords do
5:   if NON_KEY_WORDS contains word then
6:     remove word from keyWords
7: for pair in pairs do
8:   numMatches ← 0
9:   numMisses ← 0
10:  for word in keyWords do
11:   if pair contains word then
12:     numMatches += 1
13:   else
14:     numMisses += 1
15:   if numMissed > keyWords.length // 2 then
16:     break
17:  if numMatches / keyWords.length >= .5 then
18:    candidates << pair[1]
19: return candidates
Figure 3.4: An example of how the three modules would run on a single clue. The first generates the fewest candidates, and the third the most, but the reliability of the answers decreases in the same direction.

I consider the vast number of three and four letter acronyms with Wikipedia pages. Thus, even ‘P?I’ generates nearly every possible letter combination, even with two of the three letters filled in [Fig. 3.4]. Still, on long answers where a majority of the letters are already known, this module can be very effective, and I suspect was responsible for the good performance I saw on puzzles from later in the week. This module is also quite slow, running in linear time on the number of words in the data set, so it is likewise run on data partitioned by answer length.

### 3.4 Answer Weights and Overall Process

Combining the three modules, the solving process is as follows. Each clue is passed through the first module and any answers generated are added to the clue’s candidate list. If applicable, the clue goes through the second module, after which it will have at least one answer in its list, with some very rare exceptions where neither of the first two modules generates any candidates. Before applying the third module at all, clues are evaluated based on the probability that the correct answer is known. Because I did not develop a more sophisticated heuristic, this amounts to how few answers their candidate lists have. The solving of the puzzle now begins, which method I detail in the next section. After answers can no longer be filled beyond a certain level of confidence, the third module is applied to unfilled answers and solving continues.
Having generated a list of candidate answers for each clue, the next step is to seek the configuration that will result in the fewest conflicting word intersections. This is generally referred to as constraint satisfaction. In a constraint satisfaction problem, or CSP, where the solution space is relatively small and well understood, we can use techniques that essentially start with the assumption that one answer or configuration is correct, and then continue solving the problem under that assumption until a conflict is discovered, at which point the algorithm will backtrack, change the answer configuration that it believes to be correct, and continue. This works well for, say, sudoku, because each square must contain one of the numbers 0 through 9, and at some point we are guaranteed to find a solution. This is not the case with crossword puzzles, at least not with my program. In order for this to work, I would need to have a guarantee beforehand that each candidate list contains the correct answer, which is not the case, or solve the puzzle square by square instead of word by word. With just 180 squares (about the minimum allowed in a puzzle), doing constraint satisfaction by letter would leave $26^{180}$ possibilities, and unlike sudoku, it is not even possible to immediately eliminate letters based on simple constraints as in, say, having two ‘A’s in the same row. More simply, the number of possible configurations for a given crossword exceeds the number for a sudoku puzzle by more than 200 orders of magnitude.

Instead, Regis Fillbin solves the puzzle the way a human solver would, that is, starting with the most probable answers, and, having filled some of them in, eliminating candidates of other clues based on letters that have to be in certain positions. More specifically, I make a first pass at solving the puzzle, filling only ‘singleton’ answers, those whose clues have no other candidates. This first pass comprises entirely clues that required only the first module (since it is basically impossible that the second module
will return just a single candidate), and thus have a high degree of accuracy. Once the singletons are filled, candidate lists of crossing clues are culled of their conflicting answers, generating more singletons and allowing the process to repeat. Previous answers are not overwritten when new ones are added, since answers chosen earlier are assumed to be more accurate than later ones. Instead, the letters are filled in the gaps as though the whole word were being filled in. This is continued until each iteration no longer updates the puzzle state. As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, not all candidate lists actually contain the right answer at all, so after the repeated culling, some lists are now empty. I now run the third module, which will generate additional candidates with greater or lesser accuracy, as we have seen. In some cases formerly empty candidate lists will now be singleton lists and their answers can be filled repeatedly, following the same technique as before. Most of the time, all singletons will have been filled, while the puzzle remains incomplete. At this point I select answers at random to fill the rest of the puzzle. This is where most of my errors come from.

The described technique allows for a great degree of elimination among clues that need it the most (those with the longest answer lists), but it also means that an early mistake can have far-reaching consequences later in the puzzle. Even without relying on what I call the sudoku method, this program could incorporate some element of backtracking, namely by making multiple passes of the puzzle, identifying where perceived conflicts are, and then searching the original answer list to find a more suitable answer, but I get good results without it. This process is too cumbersome to describe in pseudocode, so I have included the source code in appendix B.1
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

My goal at the beginning of this project was to create an AI that was better at solving crosswords than humans. I knew I was unlikely to surpass the very best solvers, since they can solve every single New York Times puzzle fully correctly, every single day. But I was hoping to do better than an average person—at least on the early week puzzles—and solve any puzzle faster than any human. To test these goals I ran my program on 1,828 New York Times puzzles, evenly distributed across the days of the week. The puzzles were generously provided by Matt Ginsberg and Will Shortz. In some cases I removed puzzles because they involved some feature, usually of their themes, that Regis Fillbin cannot solve. For the most part, however, this test set was already curated for puzzle solving software with similar limitations to mine.

5.1 Results

Regis Fillbin can solve Monday through Wednesday puzzles with an average of 94.54% of squares correctly filled, and 85.01% of correct answers, meeting my expectations. The number of correct words is of course lower, because there may be up to two wrong words for every letter. Bizarrely, I saw very consistent performance across all days of the week. In fact, Saturday, supposedly the most difficult puzzle, had the highest average rate of accuracy! I suspect the reason for this is that puzzles later in the week tend to have longer answers, meaning that fuzzy search and pattern matching will work much more effectively than on the three- four- and five-letter answers that dominate earlier puzzles. Friday and Saturday puzzles also tend to be themeless, meaning that their answers comprise mostly trivia, common phrases, and minimal wordplay.

Timing was difficult to determine definitively, because solving time varies so much from puzzle to puzzle. I was unable to accurately time a large number of puzzles because
I ran the tests on my own machine, and in order to finish them all I often had three terminal processes running three batches of puzzles at once, slowing down execution to some extent. Based on tests of a few individual puzzles, however, Regis seems to solve standard, 15x15 puzzles in around 1.25 minutes, and larger, 21x21 puzzles in the two minute range. This is far better than most, if not all, humans.

5.2 Limitations

Many crosswords have themes; related longer answers that appear throughout the grid and are generally tied together with a single “theme clue”. These themes almost always involve wordplay, intentional misspelling, or other humor; famously difficult problems
for computers. Regis Fillbin’s natural language processing algorithms will fail to correctly interpret such wordplay.

Another major problem, though with a potentially simple solution, is that most puzzles contain some kind of self reference. For instance, 5-down may read, “With 14-across, lime green insect”, while 14-across will read, “See 5-down”. The main problem here is not the ambiguity of the clues on their own—although they are often too ambiguous to be helpful—but rather confusion in the data set. Since my data is drawn from crossword clue-answer pairs, it’s possible that the binary search module will discover a close match and believe that it is a likely answer, when in reality the clue could have nothing to do with the content of the current puzzle beyond a semantic similarity in its referencing of another clue.

Rich text, non-alphanumeric characters, and so-called “rebus” puzzles also exceed the program’s capabilities. These puzzles will have a special character, multiple characters, or even an entire word in a single square, generally requiring some level of human intelligence to interpret them correctly. Other puzzles will have a shape described in the black squares of the grid itself, whose relation to the theme is left for the solver to decipher.

### 5.3 Future Work

Clearly, there is room to expand Regis Fillbin’s capabilities in these areas, but some remain essentially impossible. More realistically, I could make large improvements in speed. Regis Fillbin is already faster (I believe) than any human solver. Still, computers can usually perform tasks thousands or millions of times faster than people, so some improvement is definitely possible. Specifically, the slowness of the program comes from the size of my data. Based on my tests, if I could cut the data in half, I would see roughly a 25 percent speed up in solving times, which would bring the solving times
Figure 5.2: This puzzle’s theme is Theseus and the Minotaur. Many of the clues reference the enclosed center square of the puzzle, which has to contain the entire word “minotaur”. This is beyond the capabilities of my program, which allows only one letter per square.
Figure 5.3: The black squares in this puzzle form a DNA helix, and “DNA” appears six times throughout the puzzle’s down clues. This wouldn’t be impossible for Regis FILLbin to solve, but it won’t have any comprehension of the theme, making it harder than for a human.
Figure 5.4: A Sunday puzzle done for Pi Day. A human solver is clued into the theme by the letter $pi$ described by the middle squares, and will realize that some answers are too long to fit in the grid. This is because the letter $pi$ can also be found five times in the theme answers, signifying a double ‘T’ reading across and a ‘PI’ reading down.
of many puzzles under one minute. As mentioned earlier, the binary search module is far faster than the other two, meaning that a higher rate of answer generation from the first module would also improve speed significantly. I imagine this could be achieved by tweaking its parameters or perhaps by reordering the clues of the data set and running the search again to increase the likelihood of getting a correct answer.

There is also potential for improving Regis Fillbin’s accuracy. With more time, I would implement some or all of the following improvements:

- Implement the backtracking described in the section on filling the puzzle. Backtracking would allow Regis Fillbin to fill the grid fully, check for conflicts (since letters from previous answers are not replaced, potential conflicts could easily be identified by checking the consistency of the answer Regis Fillbin thinks it fills in and the one actually in the grid), and then return to problematic areas and reconsider the answers that led to what it identifies to be conflicts. More simply, it could find likely conflicts, and then at the very least indicate those as areas of uncertainty.

- Work out a better method of selecting key words from a clue. If done right, this would both reduce the number of false positives generated by the module, and correctly identify clues that it currently misses.

- Going beyond better answer selection, a more sophisticated method of answer weighting might reduce the frequency of early mistakes that without backtracking are difficult to fix.

- Don’t just select answers at random from the answer lists after all singletons have already been eliminated. By looking at the individual letter combinations (say bi- and trigrams) that would result from using a certain candidate I could evaluate the likelihood of it being correct. Just looking at the frequency of these patterns in
words would not be entirely effective, as crossword answers can use abbreviations and multiple words, but it would be an improvement over random selection.

• Recognize when a clue references another clue in the puzzle, then look at that clue for indications about the answers.

Finally, it would be interesting to expand Regis FILLbin’s capabilities into scans or pictures of real puzzles, incorporating grid and character recognition to bypass the need for .puz files. This could go as far as finishing a puzzle that had been partially solved by a human on paper, in the same way smartphone sudoku solvers can.
APPENDIX A

SOLVED PUZZLES

The following are seven puzzles solved by Regis Fillbin; a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday puzzle, though not from the same week. Incorrectly guessed letters are in red.
Figure A.1: Monday.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUNT</th>
<th>GLEE</th>
<th>ATAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OREO</td>
<td>EARTH</td>
<td>NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRY</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>SKIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLDNAG</td>
<td>CANTEENS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAH</td>
<td>RELATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBIN</td>
<td>WILLIAMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCEDOOK</td>
<td>TAB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AILED</td>
<td>EGO</td>
<td>TIARA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>THIS</td>
<td>RONIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAURICESENDAK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRADLE</td>
<td>RUB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARD</td>
<td>TASK</td>
<td>PLATTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANKA</td>
<td>THE</td>
<td>BEEGEES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITEM</td>
<td>SAPOR</td>
<td>ORES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTSGIBB</td>
<td>GINO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.2: Tuesday.
Figure A.4: Thursday.
Figure A.5: Friday.
Figure A.6: Saturday.
Figure A.7: Sunday.
B.1 Filling the Puzzle Answers

```python
import ast
import sys
import time
import clue_scraper
import puzzle_structure

TIME_DELAY = .1
WORDS_FILE = 'assets/words-answers.txt'
WIKI_PATH_3 = 'assets/wiki-3.txt'
WIKI_PATH_4 = 'assets/wiki-4.txt'
WIKI_PATH_5 = 'assets/wiki-5.txt'
WIKI_PATH_6 = 'assets/wiki-6.txt'
WIKI_PATH_7 = 'assets/wiki-7+.txt'

def fill( puzzle_name ):
    
    ******************************************************************
    This does all the work solving the puzzle, starting with reading the raw
    input, then generating all candidate answers and filling the grid
    ******************************************************************

    @param: (string) puzzle_name
    
    ## read the raw puzzle input ##
    puzzle_structure.read_raw_puzzle( puzzle_name )

    ## create a blank skeleton ##
    puzzle = puzzle_structure.create_puzzle( puzzle_name, 'skeleton' )

    ## scrape all the clues ##
    clue_scraper.lookup_all_clues( puzzle_name )

    ## ask for input to keep solving ##
    # print( 'Answers computed. Proceed with solving? ' )
    # cont = sys.stdin.readline()

    ## keep track of the puzzle at the previous iteration to control ##
    ## how long to solve at each step ##
    previous_puzzle_state = []

    puzzle_structure.sort_answers( puzzle_name )
    f = open( 'puzzles/' + puzzle_name + '/' + puzzle_name + '-answers.txt', 'r' )
    answers = f.read().splitlines()[3:]
```
for i in range(len(answers)):
    answers[i] = answers[i].strip().split( '\t' )
    answers[i][0] = int( answers[i][0] )
    answers[i][1] = int( answers[i][1] )
    answers[i][3] = ast.literal_eval( answers[i][3] )
    answers[i][4] = ast.literal_eval( answers[i][4] )

## fill singleton answers and update the candidates until this no longer ##
## yields any change in the puzzle ##
while puzzle != previous_puzzle_state:
    ## update previous state ##
    previous_puzzle_state = [ row[:] for row in puzzle ]
    ## fill all singletons, update possibilities, and resort ##
    answers, puzzle = fill_all_singletons( answers, puzzle, True )
    answers = update_candidates( answers, puzzle )
    answers = sorted( answers, cmp=puzzle_structure.compare_answers )
    answers = refactor_answers( answers )

previous_puzzle_state = []
## update answers with single word and wikipedia title searches ##
## then fill singletons until this no longer yields any change ##
while puzzle != previous_puzzle_state:
    ## update previous state ##
    previous_puzzle_state = [ row[:] for row in puzzle ]
    answers = search_dictionaries( answers )
    answers = sorted( answers, cmp=puzzle_structure.compare_answers )
    answers = refactor_answers( answers )
    answers, puzzle = fill_all_singletons( answers, puzzle, False )
    answers = update_candidates( answers, puzzle )

## fill based on the first candidate. this is pretty arbitrary ##
for answer in answers:
    if len( answer[4] ) > 0:
        puzzle = fill_answer( answer[4][0], puzzle, answer[0], answer[1], answer[2] )
        ## clear console using escape sequence ##
        print( chr( 27 ) + '^[2J' )
        ## print the puzzle to stdout ##
        puzzle_structure.print_puzzle( puzzle )
        time.sleep( TIME_DELAY )

## fill the rest of the squares with ‘E’. this is extremely arbitrary ##
puzzle = fill_empty_squares( puzzle )

## write the final output for evaluation ##
puzzle_structure.write_puzzle( puzzle_name, puzzle )

def fill_all_singletons( answers, puzzle, ignore_longs ):
Fills the grid with all singleton answers, i.e. answers that are the only candidate. Remove filled answers once filled.

@params {string[][]} answers The list of information about each clue
@params {string[][]} puzzle The current grid representation
@params {boolean} ignore_longs When true, ignore long answers, as they are more likely to have generated a false positive

@return {string[][]} The updated answers and puzzle state

```python

to_remove = []
for info in answers:
    ## clear console using escape sequence ##
    print( chr( 27 ) + '[2J' )
    ## print the puzzle to stdout ##
    puzzle_structure.print_puzzle( puzzle )
    time.sleep( TIME_DELAY )
    candidates = info[4]
    if len( candidates ) != 1:
        break
    answer = candidates[0]
    ## ignore long answers ##
    if len( answer ) > 6 and ignore_longs:
        continue
    row = info[0]
    col = info[1]
    direction = info[2]
    ## fill the answer ##
    fill_answer( answer, puzzle, row, col, direction )
    to_remove.append( info )

## remove all filled answers ##
for info in to_remove:
    answers.remove( info )

return answers, puzzle
```

```python

def update_candidates( answers, puzzle ):
    """
    Update the candidate answer lists for all clues based on patterns on the board. Also update the pattern for empty candidate lists so they can be searched in dictionaries later.
    
    @params {string[][]} answers The list of information about each clue
    @params {string[][]} puzzle The current grid representation
    @return: {string[][]} Updated answers
    """
    for i in range( len( answers ) ):
        ## get the current pattern in the grid ##
        row = answers[i][0]
        col = answers[i][1]
        direction = answers[i][2]
```
pattern = ''
for j in range( len( answers[i][3][1] ) ):
    pattern += puzzle[row][col]
    if direction == 'across':
        col += 1
    else:
        row += 1

## check all candidates and remove conflicting ones ##
updated_candidates = []
for candidate in answers[i][4]:
    include = True
    for k in range( len( candidate ) ):
        if candidate[k] != pattern[k] and pattern[k] != ' ':
            include = False
            break
    if include:
        updated_candidates.append( candidate )

answers[i][4] = updated_candidates

## update the pattern ##
answers[i][3][1] = pattern.replace( ' ', '?' )

return answers

def search_dictionaries( answers ):
    """
    *********************************************************
    Search clues in word lists and wikipedia list
    @param: {string[][]} answers The list of information about each clue
    @return: {string[][]} Updated answers
    """
    words = clue_scraper.load_clues( WORDS_FILE )
    wiki_3 = clue_scraper.load_clues( WIKI_PATH_3 )
    wiki_4 = clue_scraper.load_clues( WIKI_PATH_4 )
    wiki_5 = clue_scraper.load_clues( WIKI_PATH_5 )
    wiki_6 = clue_scraper.load_clues( WIKI_PATH_6 )
    # wiki_7 = clue_scraper.load_clues( WIKI_PATH_7 )
    wiki_titles = [ wiki_3, wiki_4, wiki_5, wiki_6 ]
    message = 'Searching dictionaries'
    j = 0
    for i in range( len( answers ) ):
        sys.stdout.write( '' )
        sys.stdout.write( '' + message + ( j % 4 )*'.' + ( 5 - j % 4 )*' ' )
        sys.stdout.flush()
        j += 1
        pattern = answers[i][3][1]
        if len( answers[i][4] ) == 0:
            answers[i][4] = clue_scraper.single_word_match( pattern, words )
            # print( answers[i][4] )
            if len( answers[i][4] ) == 0 and len( pattern ) < 7:
# length = len(pattern)
# if length > 7:
#     length = 7
answers[i][4] = clue_scraper.wiki_title_match(pattern, 
    wiki_titles[len(pattern) - 3])

print('Done.')
answers = sorted(answers, cmp=puzzle_structure.compare_answers)
num_answers = len(answers)

i = 0
print(num_answers)
print(answers)
for i in range(num_answers):
    ## find first non-empty answer list ##
    if len(answers[i][4]) != 0:
        break

    ## move all empties to the back ##
    answers = answers[i:] + answers[:i]
return answers

def refactor_answers(answers):
    ""
    ****************************************************************************
    Move the clues with empty candidate lists to the end since after the sort
    they will be at the top.
    ****************************************************************************
    @param: {string[][]} answers The list of information about each clue
    @return: {string[][]} Updated answers
    ""
    num_answers = len(answers)
    i = 0
    for i in range(num_answers):
        ## find first non-empty answer list ##
        if len(answers[i][4]) != 0:
            break

        ## move all empties to the back ##
        answers = answers[i:] + answers[:i]
    return answers

def fill_empty_squares(puzzle):
    ""
   ****************************************************************************
    Fill any remaining squares with 'E' since it's the most common letter
    ****************************************************************************
    @param: {string[][]} puzzle The current puzzle
    @param: {string[][]} The updated puzzle
    ""
    height = len(puzzle)
    width = len(puzzle[0])
## find empty squares ##

```python
for i in range( height):
    for j in range( width):
        if puzzle[i][j] == ' ':
            puzzle[i][j] = 'E'

## clear console using escape sequence ##
print( chr( 27 ) + '[2J' )

## print the puzzle to stdout ##
puzzle_structure.print_puzzle( puzzle )
time.sleep( TIME_DELAY )

return puzzle
```

def fill_answer( answer, puzzle, row, col, direction )imen /
""

******************************************************************
Fill a single answer in the puzzle
******************************************************************

**Parameter:**
- `answers` The list of information about each clue
- `puzzle` The current grid representation
- `row` The answer row
- `col` The answer column
- `direction` The direction of the clue

**Return:**
- `puzzle` The updated puzzle

```
for i in range( len( answer )):
    if puzzle[row][col] == ' ':
        puzzle[row][col] = answer[i]
        if direction == 'across':
            col += 1
        else:
            row += 1

return puzzle
```
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